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Mobile Tip 

  

*************************************************** ********************* 

  

Save Battery (Improve battery life) 

  
Turn off your Bluetooth 

Disable sounds and vibrating alert 
Brightness – lower the brightness of your screen 

Setting the Power saver time-out and the Light time-out to the low values in the display 
settings 

If you are not using an application switch it off by long pressing the menu button 
Games – it’s fun to play games on your way to school/office but they are power-hungry 

beasts; 
 I can’t tell you not to play games but think about your battery when you are playing. 

Turn off your phone when your phone has no signal coverage. 

  

Free more RAM on your phone 

  

Method 1: Flight mode: 

Put your phone in "Flight mode" with Psiloc System Tools.  

Install System Tools, open it and select "Flight mode".  

This way you can restart the phone without your SIM card so there will be no running phone 
tasks in the background. 

 Now you can have up to 3,5 MB of free RAM! 

Note: ironically enough, Flight mode doesn't work when Smart Launcher is installed, at least in 
my case. 

But i've also heard several reports of people who have both apps running without any problems. 
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Method 2: Smart Launcher trick: 

Install Smart Launcher and open it. Go to Options, Settings and put Launcher ON. 

Now plug in your charger and switch off your phone.  

Wait until the battery meter appears and short press the Menu button (don't hold). 

The menu should appear and now you can have 3,5 to 4,5 MB free RAM!  

(Hold Menu button to check RAM). 

The trick is that with the charger plugged in,  

the phone must get a minimum software support for charging,  

even when the phone is switched off.  

And somehow Smart Launcher has still got it's shortcut running and that's the Menu button.  

So when you press the Menu button,  

you go directly to the Menu without any other phone tasks running in the background so 

you trick the phone and you have more free RAM! 

Note: when you unplug the charger, the phone will switch off. 

  

Method 3: Menu : 

it frees a little about 100~200 KB but I guess it's useful sometime 

Close your menu not by selecting the right selection key "exit", 

 or pressing the menu key another time,  

they only hide the menu app but do not close it,  

to close it select the left selection key "option" and scroll down and select "exit" 

So when you open an app needs more ram reopen menu and close it, 

 it's useful when play low bit rate video in real player paradise.  
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*************************************************** ********************* 

  

Mobile Code 

  

  

Note: Try these codes at your own risk! We don't accept any complaints. Some of these codes 
may not work. 

  

*************************************************** ********************* 

  

Sony Ericsson Codes 

  

IMEI Number: *#06# 

Shortcut to last dialed numbers: 0# 

Shortcut to sim numbers: On main menu type a number and press # 

  

*************************************************** ********************* 

  

Nokia Handset code 

  

IMEI number *#06# 

MOBILE INFO     *#92702689# & *#0000# 

 BLUETOOTH *#2820# 
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FOR SCREEN ROTATE (FOR SELECTED HANDSET OF NOKIA) - 

NORMAL *#5511# 

RIGHT *#5512# 

REVERSE *#5513# 

LEFT *#5514# 

  

*************************************************** ********************* 

  

SAMSUNG HANDSET CODE 

  

UNLOCK *2767*2878# 

FORMAT *2767*3855# 

RESET *73738# 

BATTERY *#0228# 

LINE CRYSTAL *#0523# 

IMEI number: *#06# 

  

Vibration test: *#9998*842# - *#8999*842# 

Alarm beeper - Ringtone test : *#9998*289# - *#8999*289# 

  

Software version: *#0837# 

Display contrast: *#0523# - *#8999*523# 

Battery info: *#0228# 
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Display SIM card information: *#0778# 

Show date and alarm clock: *#0782# 

Show network information: *#0638# 

  

*#1111# S/W Version 

*#1234# Firmware Version 

*#2222# H/W Version 

*#4777*8665# GPSR Tool 

*#92782# PhoneModel (Wap) 

*#2255# Call List 

*#232337# Bluetooth MAC Adress 

#*3888# BLUETOOTH Test mode 

  

*************************************************** ********************* 

Block SMS reception 

  

any GSM, ( if you are spammed by someone) 

*35*xxxx*16# 

xxxx is your Call Barring code (default is 0000). 

To remove this barring type: #35*xxxx# 

  

*************************************************** ********************* 
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Common GSM Network codes 

  

Activate call waiting *43*# 

Deactivate call waiting #43## 

Check status of call waiting *#43# 

  

CLIR: Presentation of one's own number to the to the called party 

Activate CLIR **31# 

Activate CLIR for the actual call *31#number 

Deactivate CLIR ##31# 

Deactivate CLIR for the actual call #31#number 

Check status of CLIR *#31# 

  

Change call barring code **03*OldCode*NewCode*NewCode# 

  

Change call barring code **03*330*OldCode*NewCode*NewCode# 

  

Change PIN code **04*OldPIN*NewPIN*NewPIN# 

  

De-register all call diversions ##002# 

  

Activate unconditionally divert all calls *21# 
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De-register unconditionally divert all calls ##21# 

  

Deactivate unconditionally divert all calls #21# 

  

Check status of unconditionally divert all calls *#21# 

  

Divert on no answer to number and activate **61*number# 

  

Activate divert on no answer *61# 

  

De-register divert on no answer ##61# 

  

Deactivate divert on no answer #61# 

  

Check status of divert on no answer *#61# 

  

Divert on not reachable to number and activate **62*number# 

  

Activate divert on not reachable *62# 

  

De-register divert on not reachable ##62# 

  

Deactivate divert on not reachable #62# 
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Check status of divert on not reachable *#62# 

  

Divert on busy to number and activate **67*number# 

  

Activate divert on busy *67# 

  

De-register divert on busy ##67# 

  

Deactivate divert on busy #67# 

  

Check status of divert on busy *#67# 

  

Check status of barr all outgoing calls *#33# 

  

Activate barr all calls **330*code# 

  

Deactivate barr all calls #330*code# 

  

Check status of barr all calls *#330*code# 

  

Activate barr all outgoing calls **333*code# 
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Deactivate barr all outgoing calls #333*code# 

  

Check status of barr all outgoing calls *#333# 

  

Activate barr all incoming calls **35*code# 

  

Deactivate barr all incoming calls #35*code# 

  

Check status of barr all incoming calls *#35# 

  

Activate barr all incoming calls when roaming **351*code# 

  

Deactivate barr all incoming calls when roaming #351*code# 

  

Check status of barr all incoming calls when roaming *#351# 

  

Activate barr all incoming calls **353*code# 

  

Deactivate barr all incoming calls #353*code# 

  

Check status of barr all incoming calls *#353# 
 


